Financial disaster.
Pay the bill to a reckless, callous, negligent path toward
business with a debt that knows, simply wanting for more money to
with a mortgage, every student with a tuition bill, and every
reality taking and spending as usual. But as every homeowner
spending bill or a tax increase passed outside the budget is not
perceived in the years prior to my administration, that a
perception of the years persist in the commonwealth's home to
decrease or increase persist in the commonwealth's home to
constitutional obligation of passing a balanced budget. Some
constitutional obligation of passing a balanced budget. Some
accompanied the budget were a number of additional billions,

Government that was the norm in Trenton before January 2010.
raising income tax as a solution to years of debtless
time in as many years, the legislature made it have passed
all New Jersey residents. To the contrary, and for the third
interests and our continued prosperity: immediate tax relief for
address the single issue that strikes at the heart of our nutrition,
which contained billions of dollars in spending, failed to
prepared and passed by the legislature majority. That budget,
today, I signed the fiscal year 2013 Appropriations Act
without my approval.

Jersey Constitution, I am returning Senate Bill No. 1566 (Petch
pursuant to Article V, Section I, Paragraph 14 of the New

To the Senate:

[Signature]
STEVE PETCH
SENATE BILL NO. 1566
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEW JERSEY
for your people whose welfare we are privileged to help promote.

Join me in the great and worthy task of restoring pride and
access to our state, and welcome all members of the legislature to
will continue to answer the call to action that things loudly
sacred in the past are rewarded with a better Tomorrow. I
that are fair to the taxpayers, that ensures those who have
headed road, the difficult decision, the fight for productive
present, but we are New Jerseyans. We do not shy away from the
decisiveness of our fortune and our children's
three decades ago. It was noted that government has
live within our collective means. In a similar vein, more than
attempts to raise taxes, I implored the legislature to learn to
waste monies ago, in reflecting the second of three
for our next fiscal year, rather than next June.

dcenter. That dialogue should begin now, as we begin planning
spending against the competing proposals for using taxpayer
openly and honestly debate the merits of their preferred
legislature is serious in advancing these ideas, let the members
the constitution, and experienced by the people. If the
bureaucracy without drain any off-setting reduction as required by
rejecting the attempt to station and millions of dollars to the
merits of these legislators' initiatives. Instead, I am
responsible to accept this excess spending for the coming fiscal year.
Chief Counsel to the Governor
/\Charles B. McKenna
Attest:

[seal]

Governor
/\Christie Christe

Respectfully,

report (without my approval) according to the return Senate Bill No. 1566 (2nd)

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEW JERSEY
This is a reckless, chilulah, guaranteed path to disaster. It is a reckless, chilulah, guaranteed path to disaster. While a majority knows, simply waiting for more money to business with a debt load, every student with a tuition bill, and every renter and everyday resident is not paying their fair share. The budget is not perfect, but a fair tax increase passed outside the budget is not a perfect budget. In the years prior to the administration's budget, there was a constitutional obligation of passing a balanced budget. Some elected officials were elected in the concurrent thinking, lobbied to meet the appropriation act is little more than a thinly veiled attempt to obtain the tough choices required to meet the government spending. Separating these bills from the accompanying tax proposal, that would take on even more government's tax. That was the norm in Trenton before January 2010.

Raising income taxes as a solution to years of red ink was the answer to many years, the Legislature majority has proposed a new New Jersey renters, the contrary, and for this reason our continued prosperity immediately at risk. These and our continued prosperity: immediate tax relief for address the single issue that strikes at the heart of our shared responsibilities is not a bill that could be easily passed and passed by the Legislature majority. That budget, approved by the Legislature majority. Appropriations act, this year, I signed the fiscal year 2013 Appropriations Act.

My opponent, I am returning Senate Bill No. 279 without favor to the Senate.

SENATE BILL NO. 279

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEW JERSEY
for the people whose welfare we are privileged to help protect.

Join me in the great and worthy task of leadership, the service of our State, and welcome all members of the Legislature to continue to answer the call to action that rings loudly scattered in the past are reminded with a better tomorrow. I

that are fait, or the compromise that ensures those who have

rather road, the difficult decision, the fight for protection,

present, but we are new deserves, we do not shy away from the

whether to avoid the inconveniences, but essential, choices of the

decider, where, where, mortgaging our future and our children's

three decades ago, it was needed that the government has "stated

life within our collective means. In a manner very, more than

attempts to raise taxes, I implored the Legislature to lean to

Twelve months ago, in reflecting the second of these

for our next fiscal year, rather than next June.

budget. The budget should begin now, as we begin planning

spending, real estate, the property tax, the property tax,

openly and honestly debate the merits of their preferred

Legislature is serious in advancing these ideas, let the members

the Constitution, and expected by the people. Is the

reflecting the attempt to simplify and eliminate of dollars to the

merits of the Legislature Initiative. Instead, I am

refused to accept the excess spending for the coming fiscal year. My

mitigation of government spending for the coming fiscal year. My

are no different. Taken together, they would add more than $27.5

These bills passed by the Legislature outside the budget

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEW JERSEY
Chief Counsel to the Governor

/s/ Charles D. McKenna

Attends:

Governor

/s/ Charles Christie

Respectfully,

My approval.

Accordingly, I herewith return Senate Bill No. 27 without
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Financial disaster.

Pay the bills is a reckless, shortsighted, guaranteed path towards business with a debt- free, sustainable wealth for more money to work with a mortgage override, student with a tuition bill, and every ready taking and spreading as usual, but at every homemaker spending bill or a tax increase passed outside the budget is not perfection in the years prior to My Administration, that a constitutional offset to our commitment to spending a balanced budget, some executive offsets. Passed in the commitment thinking. Some government spending. Separating those bills from the appropriation act is a little more than a tiny yield effort at the inclusion of this proposal, that would raise on even more accompanied, that budget were a number of additional bills.

Governance, that was the norm in taxation before January 2010. Raising income taxes as a solution to years of taxless time in as many years, the legislature majority have proposed for all New Jersey residents. To the contrary, and for the third interests and our continued prosperity: Immediate tax relief for addresses the single issue that strikes at the heart of our shared which continues billions of dollars in spending. Failed to prepared and passed by the legislature majority. That budget.

Today, I stand the fiscal year 2013 Appropriations Act.

Substitute for Assembly Bill No. 763 (First Report) without My
Jersey Constitutional, I am reconstituting Assembly Committee pursuant to Article V, Section I, Paragraph 4 of the New To the General Assembly:

(First Report)
ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 763
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEW JERSEY
for, the people whose Watertown we are privileged to help protect,
join me in the great and worthy task of leadership with, and
across our state, and welcome all members of the Legislature to
will continue to answer the call to action that rings today.
secreted in the past are needed now, to a better tomorrow. I
are part of the compromise that ensures those who have
barrier road, the difficult decision, the fight for principles
present, but we are New Jerseyans. We do not shy away from the
future to avoid the inconvenience, but essential, choices of the
decades ago. It was noted that the government has "failed"
three decades ago, in a similar vein, more than
live within our collective means. In a similar vein, more than
attempts to raise taxes, I implore the Legislature to learn to
Twelve months ago, in reflecting the second of three
For our next fiscal year, rather than next June,
dollars, that dialogue should begin now, as we begin planning
spending aggregator the competing proposals for raising taxpayer
openly and honestly debate the merits of their preferred
legislature is serious in advancing these ideas, let the members
the Constitution, and expected by the people. If the
budget without identifying cuts. If the legislature is serious in advancing
merits of these Legislative Initiatives, instead I am
refusal to accept this excess spending is not a concern on the
million of government spending for the coming fiscal year. My
are no different, taken together, they would add more than $275
these bills passed by the Legislature outside the budget

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEW JERSEY
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Chief Counsel to the Governor
/s/ Charles B. Wexman

Attent:

Governor
/s/ Chris Christie

Respectfully,

[ Seal ]

Approval.

Substitute for Assembly Bill No. 769 (first report) without my
acquiescence. I hereby withdraw Assembly Committee

3
The bill is a reckless, shortsighted, guaranteed path towards bankruptcy. With a deflated economy, spending money to get more money to get more money is not a solution. Every student with a tuition bill, and every renter with a mortgage bill, and every taxpayer, and every homeowner, is feeling the impact of a tax increase passed outside the budget. That is not how to address our economic problems. Some say that it is not possible to cut in the common areas to meet the government's needs. Separating these bills from the government spending, is the only way to accommodate a balanced budget. The proposals that are being made do not meet the needs of the people, and the needs of the state. The proposed bill is more than a temporary measure. It is a solution to the problem of the state's fiscal crisis. Today, I signed the Fiscal Year 2022 Appropriations Act, without my approval.

Assembly Bill No. 2921

Assembly Bill No. 2921

State of New Jersey
for, the people whose welfare we are privileged to help protect.

join me in the great andworthy task of leadership with and across our State, and welcome all members of the legislature to
will continue to answer the call to action theircourage, Loyalty
supported in the past are rewarded with a better tomorrow. I
that are fair, or the compromise that ensures those who have
harder road, the difficult decision, the fight for principle;
press, but we are new Jerseyans. We do not shy away from the
future to avoid the inconvenient, but essential, choice of the
deficit upon deficit, mortgaging our future and our children's
three decades ago, it was noted that government has "failed
tive within our collective means. In a similar vein, more than
attempts to raise taxes. I implore the legislature to learn to
Twelve months ago, in reflecting the second of three
for our next fiscal year, rather than next June.

spending, that drastic should begin now, as we begin planning
dotage, that drastic should begin now, as we begin planning
spending again; the competing priorities for wisely taxpayer
openly and honestly debate the merits of their proposed
legislate is serious in advancing those ideas. Let the members
the constitution, and expected by the people. If the
budget without detracting or deterring reductions as required by
rejecting the acceptance to simply add millions of dollars to the
merits of these Legislative Initiatives. Instead, I am
request is to accept this excess spending for the coming fiscal year. My
are no different. Taken together, they would add more than $200
these bills passed by the legislature outside the budget
Chief Counsel to the Governor

/s/ Charles B. Koczena

Attorney:

Governor
/s/ Chris Christie

Respectfully,

without my approval,

Accordingly, I hereby return Assembly Bill No. 2921

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEW JERSEY
Financial Disaster.

Pay the bills is a reckless, shortsighted, guaranteed path towards business with a definite know, simple mistake for more money to carry a mortgage. Every student with a tuition bill, and every realtor, taking and spending as usual, but as every homeowner spending bill or a tax increase passed outside the budget is not perfect in the years prior to my administration, there is elected officials persist in the confrontant thinking, hound to constitutional obligation of passing a balanced budget, some constitutional obligations of paying a balanced budget, to confront the tough choices required to meet the government's needs. Separating those bills from the government's spending, accommodating that budget were a number of additional bills.

Governance that was the norm in Trenton before January 2010. Raising income taxes as a solution to years of consecutive time in as many years, the legislature majority has proposed all New Jersey residents. To the contrary, and for the third time, our continued prosperity; immediate tax relief for interests in our continued prosperity; immediate tax relief for the single issue that strikes at the heart of our shared interests and our continued prosperity; immediate tax relief for which contained billions of dollars in spending, failed to propose and passed by the legislature majority. That budget, today, I signed the Fiscal Year 2013 Appropriations Act.

Revenue, without my approval.

Jersey Constitution, I am retaining Senate Bill No. 188 (second, pursuant to Article V, Section I, Paragraph 14 of the New

To the Senate:

(Second Report)

SENATE BILL NO. 188

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEW JERSEY
For the people whose welfare we are privileged to help protect,
join me in the great and worthy task of teachership which, and
across our state, we welcome all members of the Legislature to
will continue to answer the call to action that lies truly
expected in the past are rewarded with a better tomorrow.
that are fair or the compromise that ensures those who have
future to avoid the inconvenience, but essential, choices of the
deficit upon deficit, mortgaging our future and our children’s
three decades ago, it was noted that government has passed
are within our collective means. In a similar vein, more than
attempts to raise taxes, I implore the Legislature to learn to
twelve months ago, in reflecting the second of these
for our next fiscal year, rather than next June.
doctors. That damage should begin now, as we begin planning
spending against the competing proposals for using taxpayer
opportunity and honestly debate the merits of their preferred
legislature is essential in advancing these ideas, let the members
the constitution, and expected by the people. If the
budgee without identifying offsetting reductions as required by
requesting the attempt to study and mitigate effects of doctors to the
merits of these legislative initiatives. Instead, I am
request to accept this excess spending is not a comment on the
mitigation of government spending for the coming fiscal year. My
are no different. Taken together, they would add more than $275
these bills passed by the Legislature outside the budget
Chief Counsel to the Governor
/(s)/Charles Christe
Accompanying.

Governor
/(s)/Charles Christe
Respectfully,

[seal]

Reprinted without my approval.
Accordingly, I hereby return Senate Bill No. 788 (second
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Financial disaster. Pay the bills is a recklessness, criticized, guaranteed path toward business with a debt. Every home, student with a tuition bill, and every home owner with a mortgage, every student with a tuition bill, and every homeowner spending bill or tax increase passed outside the budget is not perfect in the years prior to my administration, that a elected officials persist in the conventional thinking, honed to constitutional alteration of passing a balanced budget. Some constituents advocated alteration of passing a balanced budget to meet the government spending. Separating these bills from the Appropriations Act is little more than an thinly veiled attempt to reconcile the tough choices required to meet the government spending. Accompanying the budget were a number of additional bills.

Governance that was the norm in Trenton before January 2010. Raising income taxes as a solution to years of budget letdown time in as many years, the legislature majority has passed all New Jersey residents. To the contrary, and for the third time in as many years, the legislature majority has passed all New Jersey residents. To the contrary, and for the third time in as many years, the legislature majority has addressed the single issue that struck at the heart of our shared interests and our continued prosperity: Immediated tax relief for which constituents waited decades in spending, failed to be prepared and passed by the legislature majority. That budget.

Today, I signed the Fiscal Year 2013 Appropriations Act (first report) without my approval.

Jersey constitution, I am returning Assembly Bill No. 2925 pursuant to Article 7, Section 1, Paragraph 14 of the New Jersey constitution. I am returning Assembly Bill No. 2925 pursuant to Article 7, Section 1, Paragraph 14 of the New Jersey constitution. I am returning Assembly Bill No. 2925 pursuant to Article 7, Section 1, Paragraph 14 of the New Jersey constitution. I am returning Assembly Bill No. 2925 pursuant to Article 7, Section 1, Paragraph 14 of the New Jersey constitution.
for the people whose welfare we are privileged to help protect.

Join me in the green and worthy task of legislating with, and
across our State, and welcome all members of the Legislature to
will continue to answer the call to action that rings loudly
sactitied in the past are rewarded with a better tomorrow. I
that are fair in the compromise as the outcome of their
pact road, the difficult decision, the fight for principles
present. But we are New Jerseyans, we do not shy away from the
future to avoid the inconveniences, but essential, choices of the
decree upon decree, mortgaging our future and our childrens’s
three decades ago. It was noted that government has “planted
live within our collective means.” In a similar vein, more than
attempts to raise taxes, I implored the Legislature to learn to

Twelve months ago, in defending the second of three
for our next fiscal year, rather than next June.

This article should begin now, as we begin planning
dollars. That challenge should begin now, as we begin planning
spending against the competing priorities for using taxpayer
openly and honestly debate the merits of their preferred
Legislature is serious in advancing these ideas, let the members
the Constitution, and expected by the people. If the
the budget without integrity, making reductions as required by
legislature to accept the necessity of putting up to the
merits of these adjustments. Instead, I am
refused to accept this excess spending is not a component on the
motion of government spending for the coming fiscal year. My
are no different. Taken together, they would add more than $725
These bills passed by the Legislature outside the budget
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Chief Counsel to the Governor
/S/Charles P. Koxena
Respectfully,
Governor
/S/Charles Christie

(from Report) without my approval.
Accordingly, I recommend return Assembly Bill No. 2925

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEW JERSEY
Financial disaster.

pay the bills is to be reckless, disreputable, guarantee path towards business with a deadline known, simply waiting for more money to every student with a tuition bill, and every real estate tax and spending as usual, but as every homeowner sending the bill or a tax increase passed outside the budget is not a perfection in the years prior to my administration, there a recipient of offices person in the community thinking, would to constitutional obligation of passing a balanced budget, some to encourage the tough choices required to meet the government spending. Separating those bills from the introducing this proposal, there would take an even more accompanying that budget were a number of additional bills.

Governance that was the norm in Trenton before January 2010. Rising income taxes as a solution to years of reckless
time in as many years, the legislature majority has proposed
every New Jersey resident. To the contrary, and for the hind
interests and our continued prosperity: immediate tax relief for
addresses the single issue that strikes at the heart of our shared
which constitutional plittions of dollars in spending, failed to
prepared and passed by the legislature majority. That budget,

Today, I signed the Fiscal Year 2013 Appropriations Act
without my approval.

New Jersey constitution, I am returning Assembly BILL No. 2950
pursuant to Article V, Section I, Paragraph 14 of the New
Assembly BILL No. 2950
For the people whose welfare we are privileged to help procure.

Join me in the great and worthy task of leadership with and across our state, and welcome all members of the Legislature to will continue to answer the call to action that rings loudly sacrificial in the past are rewarded with a better tomorrow. I that are part of the compromise their purposes those who have harder road, the difficult decision, the fight for protections present. But we are New Jerseyans. We do not shy away from the struggle to avoid the inconvenience, but essential, choice of the electorate upon which, to our future and our children’s.

Three decades ago, it was noted that government had failed. Twelve months ago, in referring the second of three attempts to raise taxes, I implored the Legislature to learn to respect the second of three.

For our next fiscal year, rather than next June, dollars. That dialogue should begin now, as we begin planning spending according to the merits of their preferred budgets. The constructive, and expected by the people. If the Legislature is serious in advancing these ideas, let the members reflect quietly, the Legislature. By these actions, I am asking that the Legislature study and monitor the costs of these expenditures. Instead, I am refusing to accept this excess spending for the coming fiscal year. My request to accept this excess spending for the coming fiscal year, they would add more than $275 million of government spending for the coming fiscal year. My vote is no different; taken together, they would add more than $275 million of government spending for the coming fiscal year. My
Chief Consent to the Governor
/s/ Charles B. Wexner

Respectfully,

[Seal]

Governor [Seal]
/s/ Chris Christie

without my approval.

Accordingly, I receive in return Assembly Bill No. 2950

STATE OF NEW JERSEY

3